Simple Banner

Simple Banners display imagery in a wide landscape format with multiple captioning options ideal for introducing content. Unlike Image components, Simple Banners do not have a "wrap text" feature so they are best placed on top.

Features
- Crop tool
- Headings with icons
- Caption tool
- Hyperlink

Pro Tips
- Use relevant, high-quality imagery
- While usable on any page in any location – ideal at the top, in wider columns
- Crop as landscape to better fit captions and headings
- For multiple rotating banners, use the Banner Builder
Simple Banner Legend

A. Add Banner Heading
B. Add Heading Icon
C. Add Banner Link
D. Add Photo Title
E. Add Caption Text

Banner Content

ADD PHOTO

Edit Clear
Drop an asset here.

Open the DAM

ADD PHOTO TITLE *

photo title

Add a short description to meet accessibility requirements. This field is required.

CAPTION TEXT

Sample caption text

CAPTION POSITION & WIDTH

Aligned Bottom

Aligned Top

Caption width is 100%

Aligned Left

Aligned Right

75% 50% 33%

CAPTION COLOR

Choose the caption background color

To link to external web pages use the format http://www.example.com